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Standard Practice for Standard Practice for 
Quantifying Cracks in Asphalt Pavement Quantifying Cracks in Asphalt Pavement 

SurfacesSurfaces

PIARC TC4.2 Workshop on Automated Crack Detection PIARC TC4.2 Workshop on Automated Crack Detection –– Quebec CityQuebec City

AASHTO PP44AASHTO PP44--0000

Attempt to set a standard for the rating of Attempt to set a standard for the rating of 
surface distress surface distress -- crackingcracking

Has been a provisional protocol for quite some Has been a provisional protocol for quite some 
timetime

Many, many reviews & revisionsMany, many reviews & revisions

Recent vote on the protocol to keep it aliveRecent vote on the protocol to keep it alive
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Standard applies to manual or automated survey Standard applies to manual or automated survey 
of distress of distress 

Recent revisions attempted to simplify the Recent revisions attempted to simplify the 
cracking distress into 2 simple components: cracking distress into 2 simple components: 

Environmental: nonEnvironmental: non--load associated (outside the load associated (outside the 
wheel paths)wheel paths)

Load related (predominantly in the Load related (predominantly in the wheelpathswheelpaths).).
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Crack definition:Crack definition:
Min width of 1 mmMin width of 1 mm
Min length of 25 mmMin length of 25 mm

Manual survey: sealed cracks not to be Manual survey: sealed cracks not to be 
quantifiedquantified
Automated survey: do not quantify cracks Automated survey: do not quantify cracks 
greater than 25mmgreater than 25mm

Cracking by TypeCracking by Type
MandatoryMandatory

Wheel pathWheel path
Between the wheel pathsBetween the wheel paths

Optional (any other cracking)Optional (any other cracking)
EdgeEdge
C/L jointsC/L joints
TransverseTransverse

Survey Area: 2.5 m strip in outside laneSurvey Area: 2.5 m strip in outside lane

Outside
WP

Area
between
WP’s

La
ne

 li
ne

0.125m

0.75 m  0.75 m

Adjacent lane Pavement Surface
Survey Lane

Shoulder or
Adjacent Lane

Usual lane width 3.6 m

La
ne

 li
ne

  Inside
WP

*Varies
0.125 m = 0.41 ft
0.75 m= 2.5 ft
3.6 m = 12 ft

  0.75 m

Survey Strip

2.500 m
0.125m*Varies *Optional
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Level was originally going to be just total length Level was originally going to be just total length 
in an area. in an area. 

The concepts of severity and intensity crept back The concepts of severity and intensity crept back 
in to partially appease the old guard but at least in to partially appease the old guard but at least 
the computer didn't have tothe computer didn't have to differentiate differentiate 
betweenbetween block and alligator cracking (something block and alligator cracking (something 
people can't even do reliably)people can't even do reliably)

Severity LevelsSeverity Levels

Opt Opt OptOptOpt Opt 441212101033

Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt Opt 221010252522

Opt Opt OptOptOpt Opt 551919121211

Trans Trans 
CracksCracks

C/L C/L 
JointsJoints

EdgeEdgeMiddle Middle 
of WPof WP
(m/m(m/m2)2)

Inside Inside 
WPWP

(m/m(m/m2)2)

Outside Outside 
WPWP

(m/m(m/m2)2)

LevelLevel

Quality AssuranceQuality Assurance
Each agency shall develop an adequate quality Each agency shall develop an adequate quality 
assurance plan. assurance plan. 
Qualification and TrainingQualification and Training
EquipmentEquipment
Validation SectionsValidation Sections
Additional ChecksAdditional Checks

Year to year comparisonsYear to year comparisons
Gross changes evaluated for trends, consistency and Gross changes evaluated for trends, consistency and 
reasonableness against otherreasonableness against other

Not an official protocolNot an official protocol

NotNot widely accepted at presentwidely accepted at present

Follow “Modified” AASHTO protocolFollow “Modified” AASHTO protocol

Based on specific agency “needs”Based on specific agency “needs”
Maintenance strategies usedMaintenance strategies used
Limitations of resources, technologyLimitations of resources, technology

Protocol UsageProtocol Usage
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… thank you.… thank you.
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